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The concept of an hereditary shape equivalence quite naturally induces various related notions 
of equivalence for compacta, e.g. the notion of ‘simple homotopy equivalence’ for compact ANR’s. 
We establish certain refinements of Chapman’s complement theorem which characterize each of 
these notions in terms of complements of compacta in the Hilbert cube (or in any other compact 
AR). 
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Introduction 
Let Ce be any category and 1 be a class of morphisms in % which contains all 
identities and is closed under composition. Objects X, Y of % are called Sequivalent 
if there exist objects X = X,, X2, . . . , X,,,, = Y of 92 and morphisms Xii + X2,*, 
in 1. 
Relations of this type will occur repeatedly in this paper; our primary interest, 
however, concentrates on the case that % is a full subcategory of the category %‘A 
of compacta and continuous maps, and that 2 is the class hse( %) of all hereditary 
shape equivalences [4, lo] in (e. The general notion of ‘hse((e) equivalence’ covers 
a number of well-known special cases: 
(1) For % = %?A, it is simply denoted by hse equivalence; 
(2) For % = %2%, = full subcategory of finite-dimensional compacta, it becomes CE 
equivalence [6] (cf. Section 1); 
(3) For %? = &E%! = full subcategory of compact ANR’s, it becomes simple homotopy 
equivalence [3] (cf. Section 1); 
(4) For %‘= %C&W2 = full subcategory of compacta homotopy equivalent to an 
ANR, it becomes homotopy equivalence (cf. [7]). 
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The purpose of this paper is to study the following problem: 
Assume that objects X, Y of %? are embedded as Z-sets in a compact AR W; 
what conditions with respect to the complements W - X and W - Y are necessary 
and sufficient that X and Y are hse(%)-equivalent? 
The most prominent candidate for W is, of course, the Hilbert cube Q. In this 
case, Chapman’s complement theorem [l] implies that no equivalence relation 
strictly finer than ‘shape equivalence’ can be described in terms of topological 
complements: In fact, to obtain reasonable results, we have to work in the category 
%!&,! of uniform spaces and uniformly continuous maps (especially, complements 
have to be formed in Q&J; see Section 1). 
We now present our main result. Let 9 be a full subcategory of Q&i and let 
uch(9) denote the class of all uniformly continuous homeomorphisms h : E + F in 9 
(caution: h -’ is not required to be uniformly continuous). For each %?c %.I& the 
adjoint category %?* is the full subcategory of &ii whose objects are all uniform 
spaces R-M where R is a compact ANR and ME Ob % is a Z-set in R. 
Theorem A. Let X, YE Ob % be embedded as Z-sets in Q. Then X and Y are 
hse( %)-equivalent if and only if Q - X and Q - Y are uch( %*)-equivalent. 
Note that this is a genuine refinement of Chapman’s complement theorem. For 
% = %?A, %M, &V9?. we even get a bonus: In fact, there exist alternative and 
surprisingly nice descriptions of the adjoint categories ‘%*; see Section 3. Further 
results (e.g. a finite-dimensional version of Theorem A for the ‘simple homotopy 
equivalence’ case) can be found in Section 2. 
1. Notation and preliminaries 
By an ANR (resp. AR) we mean an absolute neighbourhood retract (resp. absolute 
retract) for metrizable spaces. A compactum is a compact metrizable space. Given 
compacta X and Y, a map f: X + Y is an hereditary shape equivalence (hse) if for 
each closed B c Y the restriction fB :f’(B) + B off is a shape equivalence (cf. [4, 
lo]). It is well-known that if Y is finite-dimensional, or if X and Y are ANR’s, the 
hse’s X + Y coincide with the CE maps X + Y (recall that a map is CE provided 
all point-inverses have trivial shape). 
A closed subset M of a topological space R is said to be a Z-set in R [2] if for 
each open cover ll of R there exists a map f: R + R such that f(R) c R -M and 
f, lR are U-close. 
Throughout this paper, uniform spaces play a vital role (as a general reference 
we use [5, Section 81). The following rules will be of particular importance: 
(I) Regard each compact space R as a uniform space (recall that each compact 
space admits a unique uniform structure compatible with its original topology). 
(II) Regard each space R,, given together with an explicit embedding in a compact 
space R as a uniform subspace of R. 
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This makes clear how the complement W-X of a Z-set X in a compact ANR 
W becomes a uniform space. Obviously, W - X belongs to the class flANR of all 
locally compact totally bounded metrizable uniform spaces that are ANR’s. We let 
ou ANR~ %5& denote the full subcategory with Ob OUANR= flnANR. Observe that we 
can identify the category L&&F?. with a full subcategory of QANR. 
2. The complement theorems 
We begin with 
Lemma 2.1. Let X, X’ be Z-sets in compact ANR’s W, W’ respectively. Each uniformly 
continuous proper CE map g : W-X -+ W’-X’ is continuously extended to W by 
adjoining an hse g^ : X + X’. 
Proof. It is not hard to verify that a closed subset M of a compact ANR R is a 
Z-set in R if and only if the inclusion map R - M + R is a$ne homotopy equivalence 
(fhe) in the sense of [8]. Moreover, each proper CE map between locally compact 
separable ANR’s is an fhe; see [8]. Thus, the map g as well as the inclusions 
i: W-X + W and i’: W’- X’+ W’ are fhe’s. Hence i’g is an fhe. By uniform 
continuity, g extends to a map G : W+ W’. Since g is proper, G(X) c X’. The 
equation Gi = i’g implies that G is an fhe. A result from [2] shows that G is a CE 
map and an hse. q 
The basic complement theorem is 
Theorem 2.2. Let X, Y be Z-sets in Q. Then there exists an hse X + Y if and only if 
there exists a uniformly continuous homeomorphism Q-X + Q - Y. 
Remark. The reader can use [ 121 to check that the proof of 2.2 actually establishes 
a bijection (which is given by Chapman’s category isomorphism [l]) between 
shapings induced by hse’s f: X + Y and weak proper homotopy classes of uniformly 
continuous homeomorphisms h : Q-X + Q - Y. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. One half follows from 2.1. To prove the converse, consider 
an hse f: X + Y. If Q is attached to Y by J; then the adjunction space QU, Y is 
an ANR [4]. The induced projection f* : Q + Q U, Y is a CE map between compact 
ANR%, hence an fhe [8]. This implies that f*(X) = Y is a Z-set in P = QU, Y. 
Since f* maps Q-X homeomorphically onto P - Y, we deduce from [14] that P 
is a Hilbert cube manifold. Since P is compact and contractible, there exists a 
homeomorphism h : P + Q (cf. [2]). Using the Z-set property of Y, we can achieve 
h 1 y = id. Then F = hf* : Q + Q restricts to a uniformly continuous homeomorphism 
Q-X+Q-Y 0 
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Theorem A from the Introduction is now an immediate consequence of 2.1 and 2.2. 
In general, Theorem A becomes false if we replace the adjoint category V* by 
some strictly larger subcategory 9 c %&,!. For example, if we choose 9 = qANR (cf. 
Section l), we obtain 
Proposition 2.3. Let X, Y be Z-sets in Q. Then X and Y have the same shape if and 
only zf Q - X and Q - Y are uch( %,&-equivalent. 
Proof. If Sh X = Sh Y, there exists a homeomorphism h : Q -X + Q - Y. The uni- 
form structures on Q-X resp. Q- Y are induced by the restrictions dx resp. 
d, of some metric d on Q. Define a metric D on Q -X by D(x, y) = 
d(x, y) + d( h(x), h(y)). Then D is a totally bounded metric equivalent to d,, and 
h:(Q-X, D)+(Q- Y, d,) as well as id:(Q-X, D)+(Q-X, dx) belong to 
uch(OllANR). The converse follows from Chapman’s complement theorem. 0 
Now, for each full subcategory 9 c % ANR with &h%? c 9, let us introduce the 
class cps(9) of all uniformly continuous proper CE maps, or collapses, in 9. The 
notion of ‘cps(9) equivalence’ obviously extends the notion of ‘simple homotopy 
equivalence’ from J&W? to 9. 
Corollary B. Let X, YE Ob % be Z-sets in a compact AR W. Then X and Y are 
hse( %)-equivalent if and only if W-X and W - Y are cps( %*)-equivalent. 
Proof. By [2], W x Q is a Hilbert cube. Fix q E Q and let p: W x Q+ W denote 
projection. For 2 = X, Y we can extend the projection 2 x Q + 2 x {q} to a map 
F: Wx Q+ Wx Q such that Fl(w-zjxQ is a homeomorphism onto W x Q - 2 x {q} 
(cf. Proof of Theorem 2.2). Then r = pF_‘: W x Q+ W is single-valued. Since F is 
a quotient map, rF = p implies that r is continuous. By construction, r induces a 
collapse W x Q -Z x {q} + W-Z. Now apply Lemma 2.1 and Theorem A. 
Remark. Given arbitrary Z-sets X, Y in W, one can use Proposition 2.3 to verify 
that X and Y have the same shape if and only if W-X and W - Y are cps( aIANR)- 
equivalent. 
For W = I” = n-dimensional cube we also have the following (restricted) version 
of Theorem A. 
Theorem C. Let X, Y be compact subpolyhedra of the boundary aI” of I” such that 
dim X, dim Y s k, k # 2 and 2k + 4 s n. Then X and Y have the same simple homotopy 
type if and only if I” -X and I” - Y are uch(&V%*)-equivalent. 
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Proof. One half follows from Corollary B. Conversely, let X and Y have the same 
simple homotopy type. We can assume X n Y = 0. Following [ 1 l] or [ 151, there 
exists a compact polyhedron 2 2 X u Y, dim 2 s k + 1, which collapses both to X 
and Y (for general PL topology see [9i). Via a general position argument we can 
assume that Z is a subpolyhedron of 31”. For A = X, Y we triangulate the triple 
(I”, 2, A) by a triple of simplicial complexes (K, L, L,) such that L collapses 
simplicially to L,,. It suffices to consider the case that L collapses to Lo by one 
elementary simplicial collapse, i.e. L = L, u {CT, CT * v}, where the m-simplex u does 
not belong to L, and the vertex u belongs to L, (v * Y denotes the join of u and 
u). Let us denote by B the geometric realization of the star of (T in K; B is a PL 
n-ball, and B, = B n ~31” is a PL (n - 1)-ball in ?JB. The topological boundary of B 
inZ”isBdB=~B-~,.Moreover,P=a*uisaPL(m+l)-ballinB,,andP,=Pn 
aB, is a PL m-ball in 8B,. It is now easy to construct a map g: B+ B satisfying 
(a) gl BdB = id, 
(b) gl, is a PL retraction onto P,, 
(c) glB_, is a PL h omeomorphism onto B - P,. 
We extend g by the identity on I” - B to a map G: I” -+ I”. Then GI,,s_, is a 
uniformly continuous PL homeomorphism onto I” -A. 0 
3. Characterizing adjoint categories 
In this section we focus our attention upon the categories (e = %.k, %A, _&K%. 
Let 0 denote the class of locally compact totally bounded metrizable uniform spaces, 
“u c Q&f the full subcategory with Ob Ou = fl and %?? c 011 the subcategory of all 
uniformly continuous proper maps in %. Now let FE 0 and E be a closed subspace. 
Then E E 0, and the inclusion i : E + F is a morphism of 9 = %, a??. A C&retraction 
is a morphism r: F + E of S% such that ri = 1 a. By a !%ANR we mean a space E E f2 
having the following property: For each FE f2 containing a closed subspace E’ 
uniformly isomorphic to E, there exist a closed uniform neighbourhood N of E’ 
in F and a g-retraction r: N+ E’ (uniform neighbourhood means that there is a 
uniform cover U of F such that each VE LI meeting E’ is contained in N). 
Proposition 3.1. (a) The objects of (eJtl* are exactly the OU-ANR’s. 
(b) The objects of &NT%?* are exactly the “Up-ANR’s. 
Proof. We only prove (b); (a) is similar and simpler. For each FE 0, let yF denote 
the completion of F and pF = (-yF) - F the remainder; yF and pF are compacta. 
(1) Let E be a “Ilp-ANR. We embed yE in Q x I such that yE n Q x (0) = pE. 
Then E is closed in Q x (0, l] E 0. Hence there exist a closed uniform neighbourhood 
N of E in Q x (0, l] and a %9-retraction r : N + E. By uniform continuity, r extends 
to a map R : cl(N) + cl(E) = yE (where ‘cl’ denotes closure in Q x I). Obviously, 
R is a retraction and cl(N) is a neighbourhood of yE in Q x I. This implies that 
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yE is an ANR. Moreover, N* = cl(N) n Q x (0) is a neighbourhood of pE in Q x (0). 
Since r is proper, R( N*) = pE. This implies that pE is an ANR. It is easy to construct 
maps g : Q x I + Q x I which are arbitrarily close to id and satisfy g( Q x I) = Q x 
(0, 11, AyE) c cl(N). Then IyE can be approximated arbitrarily close by the maps 
f= RglyE : yE + yE (which satisfy f( yE) = E). Hence pE is a Z-set in yE. 
(2) Let E be an object of &hC%!*, i.e. E = W-X with compact ANR’s W, X 
and X a Z-set in W. Let E be contained as a closed subspace in FE L?. Then W c yF 
and X c pF. Since X is an ANR, there exist a closed neighbourhood P of X in pF 
and a retraction g : P+ X. This induces a retraction g’: W u P-+ W. Since W is an 
ANR, there exist a closed neighbourhood M of W u P in yF and an extension 
g”: M + W of g’. Restricting g” to a suitable closed neighbourhood M’ of W in yF, 
M’c M, yields a retraction G: M’+ W with G( M’n pF) c X. It is not hard to show 
that each Z-set in a compact ANR is unstable in the sense of [ 131; thus, there exists 
a homotopy H: Wx I+ W with H,,= 1 w and H,(W)c W-X for each t#O. We 
use H to transform G into a retraction G’: M’+ W with G’(M’n pF) c X and 
G’( M’n F) c E; cf. [13]. Then N = M’n F is a closed uniform neighbourhood of 
E in F, and the restriction r: N + E of G’ is a %P?-retraction. 0 
Finally, let us say that E E L2 has jinite exterior dimension if there exists an integer 
n such that each %P-map f: A + f” defined on a closed A c E has a %!P-extension 
F:E+f”. 
Proposition 3.2. The objects of %7&T are exactly the 4%ANR’s with jinite exterior 
dimension. 
The proof is left to the reader. 
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